The eigenfield distribution and the band structure of a photonic crystal waveguide have been measured with a phase-sensitive near-field scanning optical microscope. Bloch modes, which consist of more than one spatial frequency, are visualized in the waveguide. In the band structure, multiple Brillouin zones due to zone folding are observed, in which positive and negative dispersion is seen. The negative slopes are shown to correspond to a negative phase velocity but a positive group velocity. The lateral mode profile for modes separated by one reciprocal lattice vector is found to be different.
The ability to control the flow of light in photonic crystals (PhCs) is both scientifically and technologically important. Optical waves propagating in a PhC experience a spatially periodic modulation of the index of refraction and, as a result, exhibit behavior that is similar to electrons in a semiconductor crystal [1] . PhCs have the capacity of drastically affecting the optical dispersion relations, symmetries, and spatial distribution of electromagnetic modes and thereby provide a new dimension in controlling the flow of light [2] .
Incorporation of structural defects into PhCs allows the implementation of various functional components [2] . Arguably the most important type of defect guides in PhCs is a straight guide with one or more rows of holes missing [3] [4] [5] . Properly designed, these missing rows form a PhC waveguide (PhCW) which allows efficient guiding of light within a photonic band gap. Because of the periodicity imposed on such a waveguide, its guided modes obey the Bloch theorem [6, 7] . This results in an intricate interplay between the guided modes and their local environment. A major practical obstacle in experimentally unravelling this interplay is the low signal levels involved combined with Fabry-Perot oscillations often resulting from poorly matched interfaces on the sample [8] . To understand the intricacies of light propagation in such a system and test theory, imaging the flow of light is highly advantageous.
Conventional imaging of a PhCW has been found suitable for mapping the dispersion of leaky PhCW modes exploiting the interference between counterpropagating waves [9] . However, direct information concerning the field distribution of the modes being present is not obtained, as the resolution of this method is intrinsically limited by diffraction. Furthermore, true guided PhCW modes have a propagation constant larger than that in air for the same optical frequency. Therefore they cannot be observed with far-field techniques because their field in air is evanescent, i.e., exponentially decaying over distances of the order of the light wavelength. Evanescent fields can be detected only by a local probe immersed into the near field of the sample with a collection mode near-field optical microscope (NSOM) [10] .
It has been demonstrated numerically that highresolution NSOM images of intensity distributions can portray the path that light takes in the crystal. As a result of counterpropagating Bloch waves in finite structures, also wave vector dispersion information can be obtained [11] . To date, several exciting NSOM experiments have been performed on PhCs, none of which directly probe the eigenmodes of the PhC waveguide or the wave vector dispersion diagram [12 -15] .
In this Letter the local measurement of the band structure in a PhCW is demonstrated with a phase-sensitive heterodyne NSOM. Bloch modes consisting of more than one spatial frequency are measured, revealing multiple Brillouin zones due to zone folding. In addition, the underlying lateral mode structure of all the PhCW modes present is determined. We find that the modal distribution for lines separated by the reciprocal lattice vector is not identical.
The majority of NSOM experiments detect local intensity distributions. However, by interfering the light collected by the optical probe with a frequency shifted reference beam from the same laser source, one can obtain the local field amplitude and phase (see Fig. 1 ) [16 -18] . By detecting the interference signal with a lock-in amplifier (LIA), the X and Y quadratures of the LIA signal provide the cosine and sine of the phase difference between the NSOM light and the reference beam [17] . The experimental arrangement used consists of a heterodyne timeresolved collection mode NSOM as described elsewhere [19, 20] . To prevent coupling of spurious stray light, the optical fiber tip is metal coated with an aperture of 240 nm
at the end, as shown in Fig. 1 (c). The integrity of the probes is verified after the measurements by scanning electron microscopy. By using short laser pulses the background resulting from Fabry-Perot reflections and scattering out of the structure can be completely suppressed by discrimination in the time domain.
The structure under investigation is fabricated in a silicon-on-insulator wafer, comprising a 220 nm Si core on top of a 1 m SiO 2 cladding [21] . Holes are arranged in a hexagonal array (period a 460 nm, hole radius r 130 nm), and three rows of missing holes define the socalled W3 PhCW [see Fig. 1(b) ]. The PhCW displayed in Fig. 1(b) is shorter than the one used in the experiments (32 versus 256 crystal periods), but allows all the relevant features of the structure to be seen in detail. Linearly TEpolarized light pulses (E k to crystal plane, pulse duration at FWHM 123 fs) are launched into the PhCW. Our results have been reproduced on multiple samples using different probes.
The result of a local phase-sensitive heterodyne interference measurement on a W3 PhCW is shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 (a) shows the measured topography. The access and exit waveguides are visible at the left and right sides of the image, and the hole pattern that forms the PhC can be distinguished. Figure 2 (b) shows the raw data of one of the LIA signals, which corresponds to the local optical amplitude times the cosine of the phase [20] . The color scale runs from black to bright yellow for large negative and positive signal values, respectively. Such an image contains all the information of the spatial frequencies of the modes excited in the waveguide. In Fig. 2(b) a large spread in spatial frequencies is clearly visible. From the two LIA signals the optical amplitude can be separated [depicted in Fig. 2(c) ]. It is apparent that pulses with different modal distributions are excited in the PhCW. These pulses are separated after only a short propagation length, a clear indication of the strong dispersive properties of the PhCW. The dominant periodicity observed in Fig. 2(c) corresponds to 460 nm, as expected for Bloch modes in periodic media with that period [22] .
A spatial Fourier transform in the x direction of the data displayed in Fig. 2(b) for one particular y yields the spectrum Fk x of the spatial frequencies (k x ) [17] . The measurements and subsequent Fourier analysis are repeated for different wavelengths ranging from 1180 to 1345 nm in steps of 5 nm. To improve signal-to-noise ratio, the spectra Fk x are summed for all y. Figure 3(a) shows the band structure constructed from the measured spatial frequencies. The vertical axis displays the excitation wavelength in terms of !, while the horizontal axis corresponds to the observed spatial frequencies. The finite resolution ! is determined by the finite coherence length of the pulses used. Our local measurement technique reveals zone folding as multiple Brillouin zones are observed.
In addition to probing the band structure of the PhCW modes, the use of a phase-sensitive NSOM allows the determination of the underlying mode structure of all the PhCW modes present. The lateral field profile of a mode is obtained by determining the amplitude of the peak in the Fk x , corresponding to that mode, as function of y [16, 17] . By displaying Fk x for all values of y, the field profile can be displayed for all modes at the same time. The result of this Fourier analysis for ! 0:369 as presented in Fig. 2(b) is displayed in Fig. 3(b) . The Fk x spectra between k x 1 and 2 are multiplied by 5 to enhance visibility of weak modes in the 2nd Brillouin zone. A 
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123901-2 vertical line for a certain spatial frequency thus corresponds to the lateral mode profile for the mode corresponding to that k x . As a result, Fig. 3(b) directly displays the modal distribution of all PhCW modes for ! 0:369. Both modal distributions that are completely confined to the waveguide regions (see, e.g., near k x 0:8) and with significant field tails in the PhC are observed (see, e.g., k x 0:6) [23] . Bloch modes contain more than one spatial Fourier component. These Bloch harmonics are separated by 2=a, where a is the periodicity. The separation between the different plane waves components is what generates the dominant periodicity of 460 nm visible in Fig. 2(c) . The 2=a separation can be seen in Fig. 3(a) where we displayed the first two Brillouin zones. Note that a Fourier transform is not sensitive to the sign of k and therefore folds ÿk onto the positive axis. As a result, an example of Bloch harmonics that belong to the same Bloch mode for ! 0:369 can be given as indicated by the arrows in Figs. 3(b) and 4(a) . Figure 4 (a) depicts the entire Fourier spectrum Fk x for ! 0:369 on a logarithmic scale. In the literature, lines separated by an integer number of reciprocal lattice vectors are often considered to be identical. However, if we look at Fig. 3(b) at the mode patterns of, for example, the wave vectors 0.607 and 1.603, we see that they are not the same. The differences in mode patterns for individual wave vectors become clearer when the mode profiles are displayed in a graph [ Fig. 4(b) ]. For example, comparing the mode profiles for k x 0:607 and k x 1:603 shows that the profile for k x 1:603 has no field amplitude at the location of the PhCW (2:5 < y < 4 m), whereas k x 0:607 does. In Fig. 3(b) this effect is also visible for the Bloch harmonics of other Bloch modes. The experimental data therefore show that the modal distributions for Bloch harmonics separated by 2=a are different. The exact physical interpretation behind this observation is not yet clear. We suggest that (part of) the explanation should be sought in the fact that the spatial overtones (higher Bloch harmonics) are generated at positions where the light probes the periodic potential arising from the crystal. Hence, the higher harmonics are stronger in the crystal region [ Fig. 4(b), right panel] , whereas the fundamental also has amplitude in the area without holes [ Fig. 4(b) , left panel, 2:5 < y < 4 m].
In one Brillouin zone in Fig. 3(a) , lines with both negative and positive slope are visible as a result of zone folding. For the Bloch harmonics at k x 0:393 and k x 0:607, the cosine and sine signal from the LIA are shown in the top and the bottom panel of Fig. 4(c) , respectively. These data are retrieved by an inverse Fourier transform after applying a Gaussian filter centered on the desired peak. It is clear that in the top panel (k x 0:393) the sine is in front, while in the bottom panel (k x 0:607) the sine is lagging. As the LIA signal provides the cosine and sine of the phase difference between the light in the PhCW and the reference light, conventional goniometry [24] shows that the wave vectors for the two Bloch har- monics have an opposite sign. It is interesting to observe that the energy of the Bloch mode propagates in a direction opposite to the k vector for one of these modes [25] . Because this mode is referenced by this k vector, the group velocity is negative in a formal way and hence appears as a negative slope. However, by advancing the optical delay such that the reference pulse travels a longer distance, we can prove directly that the pulses advance along the PhCW, i.e., in the positive x direction. The experimental data therefore indicates that these modes have a positive group velocity and a negative phase velocity. Note that for the determination of the eigenfield distribution as well as the sign of the wave vector, i.e., the direction of the phase velocity, local measurements of the optical amplitude and phase of the type presented here are required, because the Bloch mode itself only exists inside the periodic structure.
In conclusion, we have measured multiple Brillouin zones in a W3 photonic crystal waveguide. Lines with both positive and negative slope are observed in one Brillouin zone. We demonstrated that modes with a negative slope have a positive group velocity and a negative phase velocity. Furthermore, for each individual mode observed in the band structure, we retrieved the modal distribution. A comparison of wave vectors separated by the reciprocal lattice constant demonstrates that the modal distribution is different for individual Bloch harmonics. It is envisioned that this demonstration of probing both the eigenfield distribution and the band structure information of a photonic crystal waveguide and the determination of the relative sign of wave vector and the group velocity will open up further experimentation in areas such as optical Bloch oscillations [26] , quasicrystals [27] , negative refraction and left-handed behavior [28] , and many others.
